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Part 1: What UWB ?Part 1: What UWB ?
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MultibandMultiband OFDM OFDM (IEEE 802.15.3 high rate alternative (IEEE 802.15.3 high rate alternative 
PHY, proposal 1)PHY, proposal 1)

Direct sequence Direct sequence (IEEE 802.15.3 high rate alternative (IEEE 802.15.3 high rate alternative 
PHY, proposal 2)PHY, proposal 2)

Time Hopping Time Hopping (classical Impulse Radio)(classical Impulse Radio)
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Impulse Radio UWBImpulse Radio UWB

Impulse Radio modulation [Impulse Radio modulation [ScholtzScholtz 1993]1993]
Pulses of subPulses of sub--nanosecond duration (UWB) nanosecond duration (UWB) 
PPM data modulationPPM data modulation
TimeTime--hopping multiplehopping multiple--user accessuser access

PPMPPM BINARY MODULATIONBINARY MODULATION

TIMETIME--HOPPING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS HOPPING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS 
(PSEUDO(PSEUDO--RANDOM SEQUENCE)RANDOM SEQUENCE)

SYMBOL PERIODSYMBOL PERIOD

pulse shapepulse shape

PPM spacingPPM spacing

binary encoded databinary encoded data

TH sequence TH sequence 
(identifying the time interval where transmission takes place)(identifying the time interval where transmission takes place)
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The fullThe full--duplex concept duplex concept [Fullerton 1997][Fullerton 1997]

ObservationsObservations::

In a TH system only a small portion of time is devoted to transIn a TH system only a small portion of time is devoted to transmission mission 
(extremely low duty cycle)(extremely low duty cycle)

Reception can be accomplished in those instants where transmissReception can be accomplished in those instants where transmission ion 
is silentis silent

This assures that:This assures that:

The TH format allows for the simultaneous The TH format allows for the simultaneous transmissiontransmission and and 
receptionreception of of packetspackets byby exploitingexploiting the the gapsgaps in in transmissiontransmission ((full duplexfull duplex) ) 

SwitchingSwitching time time 
fromfrom txtx toto rxrx
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FullFull--duplex consequences at MAC levelduplex consequences at MAC level

FullFull--duplexduplex can can 
significantly simplify linksignificantly simplify link--
establishment and other establishment and other 
MAC strategies since it MAC strategies since it 
allows for aallows for a complete complete 

asynchronous exchange asynchronous exchange 
of informationof information

Even if already Even if already 
engaged in engaged in tx/rxtx/rx
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FullFull--duplex = Impulse Radio ?duplex = Impulse Radio ?

☺☺ MultibandMultiband OFDMOFDM (frequency division (frequency division 
approach) approach) –– full duplex by frequency separationfull duplex by frequency separation

Direct sequence Direct sequence (code division approach) (code division approach) ––
no full duplexno full duplex

☺☺ Time HoppingTime Hopping (time division approach) (time division approach) –– full full 
duplex by time separationduplex by time separation
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Part 2: Scope of this workPart 2: Scope of this work

Scope of this workScope of this work
FullFull--duplex receiverduplex receiver

Receiver DesignReceiver Design at the physical layer (channel estimation, at the physical layer (channel estimation, 
synchronization and demodulation)synchronization and demodulation)
Computational complexity considerationsComputational complexity considerations
Performance test / SuitabilityPerformance test / Suitability

Reference scenarioReference scenario
AdAd--hoc network with flathoc network with flat--topologytopology
Static, purely asynchronous networkStatic, purely asynchronous network
Distributed network (mesh topology)Distributed network (mesh topology)
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Transmitter Transmitter 
(PAM, QAM, PSK approach)(PAM, QAM, PSK approach)

Binary dataBinary data

ConvolutionalConvolutional/turbo /turbo 
encoder encoder (rate (rate ½½))

Encoded symbols Encoded symbols 
(complex valued)(complex valued)

TH signal (indicating function)TH signal (indicating function)

UWB pulse shapeUWB pulse shape

Symbol periodSymbol period

Bit rateBit rate

(and 500 TH sequences)(and 500 TH sequences)
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Channel + digital receiverChannel + digital receiver

Multipath/multiuserMultipath/multiuser
channel [channel [FoersterFoerster 2002]2002]

UWB LowUWB Low--noisenoise--amplifier amplifier 
[[BevilacquaBevilacqua 2004]2004] Chosen accordingly to Chosen accordingly to 

NyquistNyquist raterate
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Part 3: Receiver design context Part 3: Receiver design context 

GeneralGeneral
PacketPacket--based transmission (header + data)based transmission (header + data)
Absence of ISI (interAbsence of ISI (inter--symbolsymbol--interference) thanks to a guard interference) thanks to a guard 
interval approachinterval approach

Receiver featuresReceiver features
MaximulMaximul likelihood approachlikelihood approach
Data aided (header aided) channel estimationData aided (header aided) channel estimation
Structured and unStructured and un--structured approaches structured approaches 

(                       )(                       )
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Structured estimation: single path Structured estimation: single path 

Received Received 
samplessamples

Windowing functionWindowing function

Digital filtersDigital filtersDigital rakeDigital rake
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Structured estimation: multiStructured estimation: multi--path path 

Successive cancellation approach.Successive cancellation approach.
Recursive update:Recursive update:
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Unstructured estimationUnstructured estimation

No digital filters No digital filters 
neededneeded
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Structured vs. unstructured (1) Structured vs. unstructured (1) 

Computational complexitiesComputational complexities

Ordinary Gaussian unstructured : Ordinary Gaussian unstructured : 1 x1 x
Windowed unstructured : Windowed unstructured : 2 x2 x
Ordinary Gaussian structured : Ordinary Gaussian structured : 1 x 1 x IntInt x K xx K x
Windowed structured : Windowed structured : 2 x 2 x IntInt x K xx K x

Number of Number of 
estimated pathsestimated paths

Interpolation factor for Interpolation factor for 
better  accuracy in the better  accuracy in the 
estimation of arrivalsestimation of arrivals
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Structured vs. unstructured (2) Structured vs. unstructured (2) 

Dependence on estimated paths/channel coefficientsDependence on estimated paths/channel coefficients

unstructuredunstructured

structuredstructured

120 taps120 taps
20/30 paths20/30 paths
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Structured vs. unstructured (3) Structured vs. unstructured (3) 

Performances in dependence of SNRPerformances in dependence of SNR

idealideal

Normalized MSE in Normalized MSE in 
channel estimationchannel estimation
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Structured vs. unstructured (4) Structured vs. unstructured (4) 

Performances in dependence of the observation windowPerformances in dependence of the observation window

EbEb/No = 10dB/No = 10dB
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ConclusionsConclusions

FullFull--duplex receiverduplex receiver
Flexible design Flexible design guaranteeingguaranteeing pure pure asynchronismasynchronism between between 
nodesnodes
Low computational complexityLow computational complexity
RobustnessRobustness

My Suggestion: use it ! My Suggestion: use it ! Maybe in connection Maybe in connection 
with other modulation approaches (OFDM)with other modulation approaches (OFDM)
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